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MEETING HELD AT THE VICTORIA HOTEL, MAN-

CHESTER, ON THURSDAY, MARCH 26th, 1903.

Mr. J. A. R. Gkeaves in the Chair.

A paper by Dr. H. Johnson, entitled " Tho Filter-Press Process of

Browing," was read and discussed.

The Chairman in commending the subject of tho paper, said

he did not think, however, that tho word " press" should be used in

connection with the word "filter." The filter-press, so called, was

like an ordinary yeast press to look at. The main point in connec-
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tion with the process was that tho mash was made in tho usual way,

and passed directly after saccharification into the filter-press. Tho

absolute pressure brought on was not necessary for securing the

running off of the wort. In the ordinary way extract was lost

during sparging, because the passage of the water could not bo con

trolled over the whole of tho goods; in the new process, on the other

hand, a more complete washing-out was possible, the brewer had

absolute control over tho mash; it could remain in the mash-tun

as long as he liked, and could be passed to tho filter-press at any

moment found convenient, so that the degree of saccharification

was easily controlled. There was also a very great saving of time

witli the filter-press. Another important point was the fine grinding;

owing to the fine state of division, even completely vitificd malt

underwent perfect conversion. Cheaper malts could, therefore, be

used, without fear of bad results, and poorer barleys, now used for

feeding-stuffs, might now, perhaps, be utilised with advantage by the

brewer, in place of some of tho foreign material; the filter process

might, therefore, indirectly help the English farmer. Dr. Johnson,

who had come to read a paper on the process, had had great

experience of the new system. He has been in Belgium for some

time, where the process originated, and had been at three or four

breweries, where tho process was a great success. Ho thought

Dr. Johnson would convince thorn that the filter-press process was

well calculated to revolutionise tho trade altogether. Tho essence of

the thing seemed to be " a largely increased extract," which brewers

need not be afraid of, and which was obtained far more rapidly and

cxpeditiously than on the present sj'stem.

The Filter-Press Process ofBrewing.

By H. Johnson, D.Sc, F.C.S.

The utilisation of tho filter-press, in place of the mash tun, for

separating or filtering tho saccharified worts from tho mashed goods,

has attracted a good deal of attention from brewers all over the

world. I have discussed the practical value of tho process with

brewing experts from Germany, America, England, and other

countries, and, encouraged [by the favourable opinions of all those
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who have seen the process in operation, I have taken this opportunity

of bringing the subject before your notice, feeling assured that it

would not prove uninteresting to an assembly of practical brewers in

an important centre like Manchester.

I have heard it stated, on more than one occasion, that it is highly

probable the filter-press process will supersede in the near future all

other methods of mashing; and, to quote the words of Dr. Windiscb,

spoken before a largo and representative gathering of brewers at

Berlin, "the discussion as to the relative merits of the various

mashing processes would shortly become an entirely academical one,

in that we were now confronted with a process which, in his opinion,

would supplant them all." Personally, I should like to entirely

concur in the above opinion, but am prevented from doing so by the

fact that brewers are an eminently conservative people. Therefore, I

do not expect the mash tun to disappear from the domain of practical

brewing within the next fortnight or so; at the same time, I feel

convinced that it is well worth the whilo of every practical brewer

to give the subject all the consideration which it deserves.

I have had the privilege of examining into the process in some

half-dozen breweries, and think I was one of the first to study the

process impartially, both from a scientific and practical standpoint,

therefore, any information which I can place before you can be

guaranteed first hand.

The filter-press, after many previous trials, was first successfully

put in operation in a small brewery at Loochristi, near Ghent. The

plant, which was only a small one, 3J quarters, was designed

and built by M. Mcura, a brewer's engineer, of Tournai, Belgium.

It was only after numerous trials that II. Meura succeeded in con

triving a filter-press that would filter a mash, and the thanks of the

brewing world, in a large measure, are undoubtedly due to him for

the most successful and daring innovation which the trade has seen

for many years.

As somo of you who are hero to-night may not yet have seen tho

filter-press in operation, I will first shortly describe how the process

is carried out before discussing its advantages—or its possible dis

advantages, if any should occur to you. I want it to be clearly

understood from the start that the filtering process, as carried out in

the filter-press, is an entirely mechanical process, entailing only tho
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separation of the wort from the insoluble portions of the mash. The

mashing process proper, that is the saccharin*cation or conversion of

the malt, or other materials used, must therefore bo performed in the

usual way. The ordinary infusion process, with high initial tem

peratures, is employed for beers of the English type, and the German

decoction process for bottom fermentation beers. No deviation from

ordinary browing methods is therefore introduced into the most

important phase of mashing—the conversion phase—during which

the character of the wort is determined, with the exception that the

malt, instead of being merely crushed, as is now the case, is abso

lutely pulverised. It is precisely, however, as I shall explain later on,

this fine grinding which gives the filter-press process one of the chief

advantages it possesses over all other mashing methods, an advantage

which may be roughly summed up as bettor conversion and increased

extract.

The preliminary mashing process, during which saccharification of

the starch and partial conversion of albuminoids take place, can be

performed in any suitable vessel; an ordinary mash tun with the false

bottom removed can bo made to serve, although it is far preferable to

employ a steam-jacketed convertor of suitable make, provided with a

convex bottom. The latter type of vessel permits, owing to its steam

jacket, of far better control over temperature during saccharification,

and with its rounded bottom offers greater facilities for withdrawing

the mash after saccharification into the filter-press. It will be found,

when using a flat bottomed mash tun, that it is very difficult, if not

impossible to make tho mash, unless very fluid, flow in a homogeneous

condition, that is with equal quantities of soluble and insoluble matters,

into every chamber of the filter-press, and, as will be apparent later on,

such a condition is essontial for rapid and successful working. In all

the continental breweries where the filter-press is used, the old-fashioned

mash tun has been entirely discarded, the convertor taking its place.

Another reason for the preference given to the convertor is also to

bo found in the fact that raw grain, rice or maize grits, is now very

generally used, even in proportions up to 40 or 50 per cent, on tho

entire mash- and a steam-jacketed convertor is undoubtedly one of

the best vessels for testing such materials; however, apart from the

question of raw grain, there can bo no doubt that tho advantages of

the convertor as a mashing vessel arc now generally recognised.
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Steam-jacketed vessels have sometimes been condemned on the ground

that the metal by over-heating still continues to carry up the tempera

ture of the mash after steam has been shut off, and also that the heat

from the jacket does not diffuse evenly throughout the whole bulk of

the mash. The former objection is scarcely worth meeting, for it is

obvious that no such danger can arise if proper precautions are taken.

The second objection, viz., that the heat does not diffuse evenly through

the mash goods is certainly well grounded, as far as an ordinary steam-

jacketed mash tun is concerned ; for the rakes never produce a perfect

admixture of the mash throughout the whole bulk, and it is certainly

risky to turn on 3team in the jacket when the rakes are not moving.

This objection, however, cannot apply to the filter-press process, for the

rakes of the convertor should bo kept moving during the whole process

of mashing, firstly for tho object of maintaining an even temperature,

and secondly for promoting rapid conversion and diffusion of the

extract. While on the subject of convertors, I should like to add that

I have always found the steam-jacketed vessels, of which there are

excellent models on the market, give tho best results with raw grain

mashes that are mixed in with tho goods and filtered in a mash tun.

When using a filter-press, however, it is really immaterial, as far as

the raw grain is concerned, whether it is converted in a steam-jacketed

vessel or in a vertical pressure cooker of the Hcnze type, heated by

direct steam.

The greater disintegration of the raw grain caused by converting it.

under pressure does not at all hamper filtration in a filter press, while

it influences very considerably the mash-tun process, by producing a<

dead and sloppy mash, unless the percentage of raw grain is excessively

limited. As I shall explain later on, the filter-press can be most

successfully utilised for filtering a raw grain mash, after partial con

version, quite apart from the malt mash; the raw grain wort thus-

obtained Ijeing afterwards completely saccharified by mixing it in with

the malt worts from the mash tun in an unclerback. j

To revert to tho description of the process—

When conversion in the mashing vessel is complete, that is to say

after that the mash has remained for a sufficiently long period at the

final temperature required, the brew is ready for tho filter-press. I have

already alluded to tho fact that instead of leaving the mash to.

u stand " as is usual with mash-tun practice, it should be kept in motion
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during the whole of this time with the rakes, for the double object of

insuring rapid conversion and equality of temperature throughout the

mass. The exact moment at which the mash is ready to be filtered can

be determined with great ease by means of a few simple laboratory

tests. The iodine reaction can bo used for ascertaining whether or not

the totality of the starch has undergone conversion, and a simple

polarimetric reading will determine whether saccharification has

proceeded far enough for the type of beer required.

When mashing is performed in a converter, saccharification can bo

arrested at any moment by heating the mash to 162° F., this will not

affect the final composition or character of the wort in any way, pro

vided that saccharification has reached the point required before the

temperature is raised.

It will be found that the usual standing period can be considerably

curtailed when the filter-press is employed, owing to the fact that

conversion proceeds far more rapidly with pulverised malt than with the

ordinary crushed grist. Also provided that the grinding is sufficiently

fine, absolutely all of the starch contained in the grain will undergo

conversion.

When therefore saccharificntion has proceeded far enough, the

•stirring gear in the conversion vessel is set going at a good pace, so that

a perfect admixture of the solid and liquid portions of the mash may

be obtained ; the whole mash is then bodily removed to the filter-press

either by pumping or by the natural flow produced by gravitation,

according to whether the press is situated above or below the mashing

vessels. It is proferablo in breweries whore such an arrangement is

possible, to place the filter-press some 8 feet or more below the mashing

vessel. A drop from this height gives a comparatively thick mash

sufficient velocity to flow into the chambers of the filter^prcss. The

pipe connecting the two vessels should not have a diameter of less than

6 inches, and should not contain any bends.

The amount of liquor required in order to make the mash flow

easily into the press is about three barrels to the quarter, perhaps less

than this might conveniently be used. If any objection is felt to

making such a fluid mash, the extra liquor can bo added 5 minutes

before filtration. Such an addition cannot produce any chango in the

character of the wort.

It should be noted that 100 lbs. of malt yields about 25 to 28 lbs. of
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insoluble matter. A mash made with 2k barrels to the quarter

therefore only contains some 10 per cont. of solid matters after con

version, and no difficulty, therefore, should be encountered in dealing

with it.

The filter-press which gives the best results is of the ordinary type,

consisting of a series of frames and plates. These latter consist of

solid slabs of metal with a grooved surface on either side, and should be

so constructed that a maximum filtering surface is obtained with a

minimum mass of metal. On both sides of the frames are placed the

grooved j}late3, over which the filter-cloths are stretched. The filter

therefore consists of a series of chambers made by the juxtaposition of

the plates and frames. The diameter given to the frame will determine

the width of the chamber. As a rule the frames are made from about

2 to 2i inches wide; it is more than probable, however, that they could

be made considerably wider. From a general point of view the width

vshould be as great as possible, compatible with rapid and efficient

filtration. If the frames are too narrow the number of chambers

required renders the filter clumsy and costly, and also gives more labour

in the working.

The saccharified mash, as it passes into tho chambers, filters

through the cloths supported by the plates, tho wort flowing down

the grooves and escaping bjT a tap placed at the bottom of the

plates. From the very outset the wort flows perfectly brilliant, and

there is no need to pass any of it back to tho convcrtor for rofiltration.

When as much of the first wort has run off by gravitation as will

do so, a little air pressure, about half an atmosphere, can be placed on

the good8, so as to express from them as much strong wort as possible.

This lessens tho quantity of washing water required. The washing

process which replaces sparging then begins. The liquor arrives in

the filter-press by a conduit so arranged that it passes into each

alternate compartment only existing between the cloths and the

grooved plates. It then passes through tho layer of goods in the

chamber, washing out the extract, and escaping by tho grooves of

the opposite plate.

It will, therefore, bo seen that during the washing only half tho

number of the drawing off taps will be utilised. The washing can

be continuous, or else, and this is the bettor plan, it can be interrupted

from time to time, and tho weak worts expressed from tho goods by
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means of compressed air. In cither case washing is continued until

the goods are completely exhausted.

* * ♦ *

Having now explained the modus opcrandi of the process, I will

proceed to enumerate some of the advantages it possesses over the

ordinary mash-tun process.

In the first place, the saving of time is very considerable. The

actual process of filtration should not last longer than one hour and

a half if suitably carried out, and of this time about 25 minutes should

be employed for the withdrawal of the first wort. An 18-quarter

filter-press yields about 20 barrels of wort in the first 5 minutes,

the flow being very rapid at the outset. The washing process

generally occupies a little longer than twice the time required for the

filtration of the first wort. This is because only one-half of the taps

are used during washing, and also because the cloths tend to clog

slightly after a time.

Supposing, however, that mashing is begun at six o'clock in the

morning, it is possible to collect all the wort in the copper before

9.30 A.M.

Another advantage of the process is that less washing water is

required for the complete exhaustion of the goods, and there is

absolutely no danger of flooding or ineffectual washing as so often

happens with the mash tun.

However, what constitutes the greatest advantage of the filter-press

process over all other mashing methods is, in my opinion, the fact

that it not only permits of the use of a grist that is ground to an

impalpable powder, but also separates mashing into two clearly defined

periods—primo, the chemical process of conversion; secundo, the

mechanical operation of filtration. There can bo no doubt that this

constitutes a real and absolute advantage, for during saccharin1cation

the brewer need have but one end in view, and that is to obtain a

wort of fixed and definite composition; all his attention can be con

centrated on this one object; the subsequent filtration in the filter-

press can be left to look after itself. At present, when using a

mash tun for filtration purposes, the brewer must carefully bear in

mind that not only must the grist be well converted, but also that

the mash when made must filter through the plates of the false

bottom. The grist must, therefore, be ground fine enough to secure
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adequate conversion, but must not bo too finely ground, or else difficulties

will bo encountered in drawing off the wort.

The filter-press does away at once with all these troubles; no

difficulty whatever is met with in filtering a mash made from a grist

that has been absolutely pulverised. Indeed, my experience has shown

mo that the finer tho grist the more rapid will be the filtration; the

reason for this being that absolutely all the starch is saccharified

when the grinding is fine enough; if any starch remains unsaccharificd,

and this is the case where the malt is only coarsely ground, it greatly

binders filtration, because, being gelatinised at the mashing tempera

tures, it constitutes a pasty viscous mass which obstructs the pores of

the filtering material and prevents the passage of tho liquid. Anyone

can verify this for himself by making two little brows of 50 grams

each, one with finely ground malt and tho other with the ordinary

crushed grist, and filtering on any ordinary filter-papor. The wort

mado from the finely ground grist will filter much more rapidly than

the other, which will always leave a slimy deposit of gelatinised starch

and other matters on the filter-paper.

Fine grinding, therefore, precludes the possibility of the wort

containing any imperfectly converted matters of both a starchy and

albuminous nature, and thus assures rapid filtration.

The wort from tho moment the taps are set runs absolutely brilliant,

and as it contains oidy well digested matters in solution, will not

furnish a very large deposit in tho coppers or on the coolers. Another

point to be noticed with regard to fine grinding is, that it does not

particularly matter whether the malt is mealy and friable, or, on the

contrary, hard and steely.

It will be found that malts of tho latter description, which are

figuratively as hard as nails, undergo complete conversion at ordinary

mashing temperatures, if only the grinding be fine enough to bring

the totality of the starch into contact with the diastase; the reason

that steely malts yield such poor extracts when mashed in tho

ordinary way being duo very largely to the fact that much of the

starch never realty comes into contact with the diastase.

Therefore, malts of poor quality, that are imperfectly germinated

or made from barleys which have proved stubborn on the floors, or

samples that havo been partially vitrified by the use of high tempera

tures on the kiln, while still carrying too much moisture, do not
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produce any of the unpleasant results usually associated with such

material when mashed on the filter-press method, and yield just as

high an extract as the most perfectly malted material. In order to

ascertain what is the average amount of extract lost to the brewer

by the practice of coarse grinding, I have examined some 900 samples

of malt obtained from all quarters. I find that the average increase

of extract obtained by fino grinding is, roughly speaking, some 4h per

cent., that is about 6 lbs. to the quarter. The lowest increase which

I have ever obtained was 0*9 per cent.; the sample which produced

these results was excellent in all respects, having been manufactured

from a high-class barley by an Irish maltster.

The greatest difference obtained in these trials was 23 per cent., or

nearly ,10 lbs. to the quarter, this result was furnished by a most

deplorable sample which had undergone inadequate floor treatment

and had also been badl)f vitrified upon the kiln.

I have discussed with several practical brewers the question of the

increased extract to be gained by fine grinding, and most of these seem

to be generally awaro that in ordinary practice an appreciable amount

of extract remains behind in the grains; this loss is generally put down

us the difference between the laboratory and brewery yield. It should

be remembered, however, that in the ordinary mash-tun process there

are two distinct sources of loss: one of them being due to converted

extract which escapes the sparging liquor, the second being caused by

the non-conversion of the hard ends of the grain. These latter can be

seen in any sample of the goods taken from the mash tun after sparging

is finished; if the malt contains an exaggerated proportion of hard

ends, the goods after extraction appears to contain a quantity of

gelatinised rice grits.

The loss due to faulty sparging can only be determined by washing

out the extract with a certain amount of cold water, and determining

its density*

Tho loss then which the brewer looks on as the differenco between

the laboratory and brewery yields is not due to faulty conversion, but to

imperfect extraction of the converted portions of the malt, for it is the

practice of English chemists when analysing malt to grind the sample

in tho same way, or as near to it as possible, as it is ground in tho

brewery. Therefore tho brewery extract should agree with that of

the laboratory if extraction is complete. These considerations show
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that the filter-press process, when properly carried out, ought to result

in a largely increased extract over the old process, and in several

breweries where I have carefully examined the point I have always

found it to be so, and providing that the necessary care is taken with the

filtration, practically all the available extract which the malt contains

can easily be obtained. Of course a certain amount of care and

intelligence is required for the satisfactory working of the filter-press,

as with all other processes; especially is this so during the washing

part of the operations, which is not invariably performed as well as it

might be in certain breweries.

A few brewers with whom I have discussed the process have felt

doubts as to the advisibility of obtaining all the extract from their malt,

on the ground that such drastic treatment might lead to the produc

tion of unpleasant flavours in the beer or might, perhaps, contribute

towards instability. Such a contention is undoubtedly well founded

when applied to the mash-tun process, for hero in order to increase

the extract it is necessary to leave tho mash soaking for a very long

period, and to sparge towards tho end of extraction with liquor at very

high temperatures, with the result that products of an unconverted

nature arc introduced into the wort, which may produce most

unpleasant results. When the malt is finely ground, however, no such

fears need be entertained, for tho hard ends of the malt brought into

intimate contact with the enzymes undergo as complete a conversion

as the more friable portions. It is not tho quantity of extract which

influences the character of the wort, but its quality, that is the degree

of conversion. Tho hard ends of tho malt are capable of yielding just

as healthy an extract as the rest of the grain; indeed, it is impossible

to discover any difference in composition between two worts thoroughly

converted made respectively from pulverised grist and ordinarily

ground matter. The proportionate quantities of ash, albuminoids,

and sugars do not vary appreciably from one to tho other, and no

difference can bo found between the behaviour of the two during the

course of fermentation. It should also be remembered that no wort

is absolutely free from bodies resulting from conversion of the hard

ends; any brewer can assure himself of this by estimating tho amount

of extract yielded 20 minutes after mashing in; this will generally be

found to be about 95 per cent, of the whole extract finally obtained.

The remaining extract solubiliscd by lengthening tho mashing
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period is only obtained at the expense of the hard ends of the

grain.

Another objection which I have seen brought against the filter-press

process is that the husk of the grain is so disintegrated by fine grinding,

that it might yield to the wort moro pentoses or other obnoxious

matters than it docs in the whole state. Such an objection cau

scarcely bo considered serious when the large surface of the husks, as

compared with their weight, is taken into consideration. The aug

mentation of surface obtained by fine grinding can bo but a very small

fraction of the whole. Also, any increase of surface is more than

compensated for by the short time during which the husks remain in

contact with the wort.

A point which I have not yet discussed, but the importance of which

cannot bo overlooked, is what is the greatest capacity that a brewory

filter-press can have. An 18-quarter plant (2,800 kilos.) has now been

in operation for some time, and gives but very little more labour than

the first plant constructed, one of 31 quarters. From what I have

seen I should not think it impossible to construct a filter-press taking

at least 40 quarters of malt. Such points as these, however, can

only be definitely settled by actual experiment, and as this paper deals

more with what has been already accomplished, I shall avoid specula

tion and leave such matters to decide themselves. Also the nature

and requirements of the building in which the plant is erected must

largely determine the question as to whether it is more suitable to

employ one large filter-press or a battery of smaller ones.

Before terminating this paper I must say a few words with regard

to the filter-press process and the use of raw grain. I am quite aware

of the fact that raw grain has not found much favour among the

majority of English brewers. The reason of this, I think, is twofold :

in the first place the plant utilised has not always been quite suitable,

and secondly tho best methods of treating raw grain have not always

been made use of.

Those brewers, however, who employ raw grain in some form or

other, and whose numbers owing to competition are likely to increase,

will find that the filter-press enables them to obviate many of the

difficulties previously met with. A mash containing as much as

90 per cent, of raw grain filters in absolutely brilliant condition,

yielding tho total extract to be obtained from the material. Tho raw
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grain can, therefore, be mashed and filtered quite apart from the bulk

of the malt, where the latter is treated in a mash tun.

A method which has given excellent results with English beers is

the following: The raw grain, maize or rice, is liquefied or converted

in the usual way, either under increased or normal pressure; the mash

is then cooled down to about 160° F. and mixed in with some 10 to

15 per cent, of diastatic malt. Conversion is allowed to proceed for

about half an hour, or longer if necessary, and then the partially

saccharified mash is run into the press and filtered; the escaping wort,

which runs absolutely brilliant, being mixed in with the worts from

the mash tun in an underbade, so that complete saccharification may be

effected. This method of using the filter-press gives irreproachable

results not only as far as extract is concerned, but also with regard to

the quality of the resulting beers. Raw grain when added to the

mash-tun always tends to produce a sloppy mash, thus preventing both

the malt and raw grain from yielding their full extract.

I think I have now touched on the most striking features presented

by the filter-press process, and the chief advantages it possesses over

mash-tun filtration.

It only remains for me to add that the principles of the process seem

quite correct in theory, and that in practice the results obtained have

been almost more satisfactory than could have been expected.

It now rests with practical brewers to apply the process so that it

may meet with their individual requirements, with results which I feel

confident will benefit not only themselves but also the trade at large.

Discussion.

The Chairman said they had now heard a full description of the

filter-press, and that it had been a very great success. There were one

or two things which he should like to ask; one was as to the use of

maize. Dr. Johnson had said that the use of maize had given excellent

results with English beers, but his own experience of the use of maize

was that the maize destroyed very much a certain amount of flavour.

They could not produce a beer, whatever the percentage of maize,

without a certain percentage of " no " flavour. It might suit in France,

Belgium, and in Germany, but in England, if they used a high per

centage of maize, they must also use something to counteract the loss

of flavour to which he had alluded.
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Dr. Johnson in reply said that he did not necessarily advocate a

large proportion of maize or other raw grain. He meant to imply,

where raw grain was used, that the filter-press was a verj' convenient

plant for dealing with it. As to the question of the use of raw grain,

it was one for the brewers themselves to determine. Ho had seen

good results obtained by the use of 50 per cent, of maize or rice in

English beers, but of course certain precautions were necessary; beers

brewed with a large percentage of raw grain were, perhaps, rather

insipid, unless flavour was brought up by the use of a little crystal

malt.

The Chairman then said that he still held to his opinion that the

filter-pres3 should not correctly be called a press, since the wort was

not, as far as he had understood, in any way pressed from the goods.

He should like to know, however, whether by fine grinding more

advanced conversion was obtained, and whether the polarimctric

readings of the wort were the same as formerly.

Dr. Johnson replied that undoubtedly saccharification did proceed

somewhat more rapidly when the malt was finely ground. He did not

think, however, that any fears need be entertained with regard to over-

conversion. Saccharification in the mash tun on the English system

was very rapid and was generally practically over at the end of half

an hour or so, so that the maximum conversion was obtained, unless

the malt had an abnormally low diastatic capacity. Also, it was easy

to arrest saccharification at any moment, if required, by heating the

mash up to 1GO° F.

The Chauimax asked if the mash ran easily into every chamber of

the filter, and whether the wort filtered through from every chamber

without the application of pressure.

Dr. Johnson replied that it did.

The Chairman then inquired what kind of filter-cloths were used,

if they were the same as these employed in the yeast presses; and

whether the cloths did not form rather a serious item of expense; he

thought also that possibly the cloths might communicato a foreign

flavour to the beer.

Dr. Johnson replied that the cloths might be of coarser fibre than

those employed for filtering yeast. The cloths commonly used in

beetroot sugar factories had given excellent results. They were rather

expensive, but if washed with care and dried directly after using, they
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should last at least a year. No taste due to the cloths had over been

noticed in the beer, except oij one occasion in a first brew. No taste

could result, however, if the cloths were properly washed in a suitable

solution before being used for the first time.

The Chairman then asked how they were going to run off the wort

without pressure, and how the washing water could bo forced through

the cloths and cake of mash without pressure. Also, nothing as yet

had been said as to the cost of the filter-press plant.

Dr. Johnson said that with regard to price ho could not yet give

them very definite ideas. At present ho thought that a 20-quarter

filter-press could be supplied for about £400; but he was not quite

sure. With regard to the question of the filling of the filter-press and

the running off of the wort, absolutely no trouble had been encountered

in the brewery filter-presses constructed in Belgium. Certain pre

cautions, however, were required in the building of a brewery filter-

press ; in previous experiments with filter-presses the vessels used had

not possessed the necessary requirements. The pipe connecting the

mashing vessel with the filter-press should have a diameter of about

6 inches. A mash made with 2£ barrels to the quarter, which con

tained some 10 per cent, of solid matters after conversion, would easily

flow down such a pipe. The ordinary mash looked very thick,

chiefly on account of the husks, which were very bulky in the whole

state. When finely ground, the insoluble residue of the malt was

more compact and only occupied a small space.

The Chairman repeated his query as to how when the sparging

liquor was ready it could be got through the filter without pressure.

Dr. Johnson explained that if the tank containing the water was

placed some 12 feet above the filter-press, the pressure of the water

was sufficient to pass through the cake of grains. If necessary, the

passage of the washing water could be accelerated by means of a little

air or steam pressure. A pressure of 7 or 8 lbs. to the square inch

was more than sufficient if the filter was properly constructed.

The Chairman said with regard to the question of obtaining the fnlI

extract, no chemist could tell us the difference between sound and

unsound albuminoids. Dr. Johnson said that the vitreous portions of

the malt, whatever they contained, were, by fine grinding so completely

converted that it did not matter about washing out the last drops of

extract from the goods, and this was what the filter-press seemed to
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accomplish. How was it that the very last drops of extract could be

obtained without pressure 1

Dr. JOHNSON" explained that when the mash arrived in the filter, all

the extract should be in the soluble form. Therefore, after the running

off of the first wort, it only remained to pass the washing water through

the grains until the gravity of the wort fell to zero. The water would

pass through easily enough without additional pressure if the wator

tank was placed at a sufficient height above the filter-press. The washing

water came into the press in the same way as into a press used for

washing bakers1 yeast.

The Chairman : We don't wash our yeast in England, we only press

out the beer, except for export.

Dr. Johnson then made a rough chalk drawing of the chambers of

the press, showing the passage taken by the washing water, and

explained that the water did not come into the press by the same pipe

as the mash.

Mr. W. B. Roberts said, after the very interesting paper to which

they had listened, it was clear to him the new filter-press was on

lines of being correct It did not matter so much about how they

got the mash into the press, seeing that it was possible to do so

without very much trouble. The process got over the difficulty of

filtration, and lent an easier waj' to the object of mashing. The beer

by this process would be freer from low dextriues and albuminoids,

the result of long standing in the mash tun. The new process had

come as a revelation in brewing. It had overcome one of the

greatest difficulties they had to meet. The only new difficulty

that seemed to present itself to his mind was the space required

for the new plant, which appeared to be very large, but by

a series of filters that objection might be overcome. As to the cost of

the new plant, it was only a question of capital. Seeing, however,

that the average increase of extract from malt was about 4A per cent,

by fine grinding, or for from 6—7 lbs. per quarter, the absolute cost

of the thing and the wear and tear of the filter cloths was a mere side

issue. He had pleasure in moving a vote of thanks to Dr. Johnson for

his paper.

Dr. Johnson replied that with regard to size a filter-press did not

necessarily take up a very great deal of room. Also, they wore

oblong in shape and several could, therefore, be placed conveniently

side by side.
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Mr. Thos. Hydk then put a question as to the keeping qualities

of the beer brewed with the filter-press; was any change to be noticed

in the beers at the end of three months; also, was there any difficulty

in obtaining clarification.

Dr. Johnson said the beers browed on the filter-press system did

not differ in any way from the ordinary article. They kept just as

well, and matured normally without unpleasant symptoms. No

difference could be found between a filter-press beer and a mash-tun

beer brewed from the same malt. The clarification of filter-press

beers took place rather more readily than with beers browed on the old

system, owing to the absence of imperfectly converted albuminoids.

The Chairman then made inquiries as to the temperature at which

the washing water was taken, and if there was much loss of heat

during its passage through the filter.

Dr. Johnson replied that a temperature of 155° F. was very suit

able for the washing water. The actual temperature, however, did

not have so great an importance as in the mash-tun process, because

conversion being complete, it was merely a question of washing out

the extract. The loss of temperature on passing through the filter was

not more than 2° Fahrenheit. It was a good plan to warm up the

filter to the temperature of the mash by passing hot water through

before the mash was run down. The lecturer stated that he had

seen the mash run direct into a cold filter. The first few barrels of

wort then, of course, ran cloudy, owing to precipitation of albuminoids.

The wort, however, soon began to run bright, for the filter-press

rapidly acquires the temperature of the mash, owing to the fact that

the specific heat of iron is very much lower than that of water. The

cooling propensities of the filter-press on the mash did not, therefore,

amount to much, even when the filter was not previously wanned.

A member of tho institute then inquired where further information

regarding the process could be acquired. As far as ho had understood,

the presses were made by a continental engineer.

Dr. Johnson replied that he thought the inventor would be very

pleased to let brewers have any information they required ; he believed

that certain arrangements had been made for bringing the process

before the trade.

Mr. AV. B. Roberts said that tho best thing to bo done was to see

the process in operation.
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Dr. Johnson fully agreed with this suggestion, stating that the

process could be seen either in England or in a continental brewery,

and that he would be pleased to try and make arrangements for the

inspection of the process, and accompany a party to the continent

later on in the year.

Several members of the institute signified their intention of accom

panying such a trip.

Mr. W. B. Roberts then moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Johnson

for his very interesting paper, and was sure the members of the

institute would approve of it. Personally, at any rate, ho thanked

him. They were all professional brewers, and interested in scientific-

brewing. The difficulty was to induce the capitalists to make the

change which the filter-press seemed to warrant. Everybody ap

peared to be waiting for somebody else to start with it. He

should bo glad if they could take a trip to the continent to see the

system in working. The results would be beneficial to all of them.

The meeting which had followed the reading of the paper showed the

interest felt in the process, and he would be glad to point out the

advantages of the filter-press to his principals.

Mr. J. Sandars seconded the motion, and said if the hard ends

of grain were more easily treated and converted, maltsters would he

satisfied with the process.

The vote of thanks having been duly accorded.

Dr. Johnson thanked the meeting for the careful attention they

had paid to the paper. There might, perhaps, be a few difficulties at

first to contend with, as the process was in its infancy, but ho had

seen it from the beginning, and sooner or later it would probably

supersede the mash-tun, and, therefore, he thought it well worth the

brewers' attention to carefully follow the developments of the process.

Mr. Sandahs proposed a vote of thanks to the chairman, which was

seconded by Mr. Koberts and carried unanimously.

Mr. Greaves, in reply, said that he thought the filter-press process

would benefit both the brewers and the fanners of the country, seeing

that poorer qualities of grain might well be used for brewing that

were now employed as food-stuffs, if, as was represented, the hard

parts of the grain were completely converted when ground fine, and

polarimetric readings of the wort gave satisfactory results.

The meeting then terminated.




